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QUESTIONS BEFORE PLAY 

1. Anyone have a military background? 

   Family with military background? 

2. Any sensitive issues? Boundaries? 

 

CHARACTER CREATION 

1. choose grunts 

2. generate burdens 

a. write your burden (a sentence) 

b. pass it right, add something related 
(symptom, issue, cause) 

c. pass it right and repeat 

3. select dice pools (d6, d8, d10, d12) 

a. in order of months-in (lowest to 
highest) 

b. repeat till grunt with lowest months-
in has that many dice 

c. rest of players fill dice pools with 
any dice equal to months-in 

d. GM gets 2 dice per player 

e. put d6, d8, d10, d12 out of play 

4. take a d6 for your burden die 

5. read characters and burdens aloud 

 

PROFILE CHANGES 

If you run out of dice (except burden die), 

change to an adjacent Profile (after a 

Squad scene, or immediately during an 

Action scene). Refresh your dice pool to 

months-in. 

If you resolve a burden, immediately choose 

any Profile. Refresh your dice pool to 

months-in. 

If you push with a burden die that is 

larger than your maximum allowed die size, 

immediately change Profile. 

Reduce size of burden die to resist a 

profile change. Refresh dice as usual. 

 

RESOLVING BURDENS 

Ask for a Squad scene to resolve it, if 

you're ready. 

The first die you roll must be your burden 

die. You can push if you want after that. 

If you win, resolve your burden. Change 

profile. Cross off the burden. 

If you lose, you don't resolve your burden. 

Your burden die goes up one size. 

Win or lose, add a new sentence to your 

burden. 

 

SQUAD SCENES 

1. frame scene, role-play 

2. set stakes 

3. choose Approach 

4. pick a die (maximum based on Approach 
and Profile) 

5. GM can pick any die from his pool 

6. roll dice; highest wins stakes 

7. push the conflict, if you want; roll 
another die with a new Approach, or push 

with a burden die; total dice 

8. give dice you rolled to another player 
(GM's dice go out-of-play) 

9. if GM has no dice, grunts win, but  each 
must give GM their highest die 
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ACTION SCENES 

1. determine ranking officer 

2. frame scene, role-play 

3. play breaks into "rounds" 

4. ranking officer gives orders 

5. grunts follow orders or disobey 

6. grunts agree or disagree with orders 

a. agree: give die to ranking officer 

b. disagree: give die to GM 

7. repeat rounds from #3 at GM's whim 

8. GM and ranking officer can add a die 
from their own pools, but only as large 

as largest die in their action pool 

already 

9. roll and total action pools; high wins 

10. players can reroll their burden dice 

11. all dice go out-of-play 

12. distribute Fallout; you must give 

Fallout to anyone who provided a 

burden die 

13. return burden dice. 

 

FALLOUT 

Spend points equal to difference between 

winner's and loser's action pool total. 

[1] wound a fodder 

[2] shell shock a fodder 

[3] seriously wound a fodder 

[5] kill a fodder 

[4] shell shock a grunt 

move a d6 to the GM's dice pool; OR 

increase burden die on size, up to d8 

[5] wound a grunt 

move a d6 or d8 to the GM's dice 

pool; OR 

increase burden die on size, up to 

d10 

[7] seriously wound a grunt 

move a d6, d8, or d10 to GM's dice 

pool; OR  

increase burden die on size, up to 

d12 

 

ENDGAME 

1. frame scene, role-play 

2. everyone chooses a target 

3. give your burden die to target 

4. roll that die + number of unresolved 
burdens 

5. make a list of scores in ascending order 

6. break ties by highest burden die, then 
by most unresolved burdens, then by d12 

roll 

 

Denouement 

7. take turns in ascending order narrating 
denouements (end of this scene) 

8. narrate for every person who gave you a 
die; if you got no dice, narrate your 

own 

9. jump in and help if you share a person's 
denouement; you have to share 

 

Epilogue 

10. take turns in descending order 

narrating epilogues (how the character 

ends up) 

11. narrate for every person who gave you 

a die; if you got no dice, narrate your 

own 

12. jump in and help if you share a 

person's epilogue; you have to share 

 

Chat 

13. talk about what just happened 

 


